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Theatre of the Oppressed rvas born in 1971, in Brazil, under the veryyoungformof . ! - with the specific goal of
dealing with local problems - soon, it rvas used all over the country. Forum Theatre came into being in Peru, in 1973, as part of a
Literacy Program; rve thought it rvould be good only for South America- now it is practiced in more than 70 countuies- Growing up,
TO developed 1zt,is ible Theatre in Argentina, as political activity, and Image Theatre to establish dialogue among Indi€renous Nations
and Spanish descendants, in Colombia, Venezuela, Mexico... Nolv these forms are being used in all kinds of dialogues.


ln Europe, TO expanded and the Rarrbow of Desire came into being - first to understand psychological problems, later even to create
characters in any play. Back in Brazil, the Legislative Theatre was born to help the Desire of the population to become Larv - which it
did at last 13 times. Right now,Ihe Subjunctive Theaffe is com\ng slorvly into being.


We discovered that all those forms, independently where they had been created, could be developed and used all arcund the rvorld,
because they are simply a Human l,anguage.


TO was used by peasants and workers; later, by teacherc and students; norv, also by artists, social rvorkers, psychotherapiss, NGOs...
At first, in small, almost clandestine places. Now in the streets, schools, churches, trade-unions, regular theatres, prisons.,.


Theatre ofthe Oppressed is the Game of Dialogue:we play and learn together. All kinds of Games must have Disciplire clear rules
that we must folfow. At the same time, Games have absolute need of creativity and Freedom.TO is the perfect synthesis betlveen the
antithetlc Discipline and Freedom. Without Discipline, there is no Social Life; without Fr€edom, therc is no Life.


The Discipline of our Game is our belief that we that ive must re-establish the right of everyone to exist in dignitv. We believe that all
of us are more, and much better, than rvhat rve think ive are. We believe in solidarity.


Ow Freedomisto invent rvays to help to humanize Humanity, freely invading all fields of human activities: social, pedagogical,
political, artistic... Theatre is a Language and so it can be used to speak about all human concerns, not to be limited to theatre itself.








We believe in Peace, not in Passivityl


Above all, we believe that t}Ie Theatre of the Oppressed is of, about, by and for the Oppressed, as it is clear in our Declaration of


Principles.lf you agree with this, we certainly agree with you.


NEWSPAPER THEATRE - This system of 12 techniques rcpresents the fiISt attempt that was made to create the Theate of the


Oppressed, by giving the audience the means of production rather than the finished artistic product. They are devised to help anyone


tomake a theatrical scene using a piece of news flom a nervspaper, or from any other written material, like reports of an political


meeting, t€xts from the Bible, from the Constitution of a country, the Declaration of Human Rights, etc.


FORUM-THEATRL - Music is the orgaaization of sound in time; plastic arts, the organization of colors and lines in the space;


theatre, the organization of human actions in time and space. Theatre is a representation and not a reproduction of social reality.


FORUM-THEATRE presents a scene or a play that must necessarily show a situation of oppression that the Protagonist does not


know how to fight against, and fails. Th e spect-actors arc invited to replace this Protagonist, and act out - on stage and not from the


audience - all possibie solutions, ideas, strategies. The other actors improvise the reactions of their charact€rs facing each new


intervention, so as to allow a sincere analysis of the real possibilities of using those suggestions in real life. All spect-aclors have the


same right to intervene and play their ideas. FORUM-THEATRE is a collectiYe rehearsal for reality.


INVISIBLE THEATRE - To be a citizen does not mean merely to live in society, but to transform it. If I transform the clay into a


satue, I become a Sculptor; if I transform the stones into a house, I become an architect; if I transform our society into something


befier for us all, I become a citizen. INVISIBLE THEATRE is a direct intervention in sociery, on a precise theme of generul interest'


to provoke debate and to cladfy the problem that must be solved. It shall never be violent since its aim is to reveal the violence that


exists in society, and not to reproduce it. INVISIBLE THEATRE is a play (not a mere improvisation) that is played in a public space


without informing anyone that it is a piece of theatre, previously rehears€d. INVISIBLE THEATRE is the penetration of fiction into


reality and of reaiity into fiction, rvhich helps us to see holv much fiction exists in reality, and how much reality exists in fiction.


IMAGE-THEATRE Words are emptinesses that fill the emptiness (vacuuEr) that exists between one l-tumar being and another.


Words are lines that we cawe in the sand, sounds that we sculpt in the air. We know the meaning of the word rve pronounce, because


we fill it with our desires, ideas and feelings, but we don't knor.v how that word is going to be heard by each listener. IMAGE


THEATRE is a series of Techniques that alloiv people to cornmunicate through Images and Spaces, and not through words alone


RNNBOW OF DESIRE - Many concrete oppressions provoke deep damage inside our subjectivity and psychic life. Under the


general title of RAINBOW OF DESIRE, there are fifteen Techniques - complex, but not complicatedl- which help us to Yisualize


iheatrically our oppressions, and deal with them more clearly: no one interprets anything, but all Participants offer the Protagonist tie
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regards of the oth?r.r. We ry to locate the Cops in our Head knowing very well that, if those Copr are there,


they have come from some Hea.dquarteru outside us that spread them all around, into the heads of many more citizens. We try to


discover the ideology of each Cop and not concentrate oul attention on the particular individual.


LEGISLATM THEATRE Theater is not enough to change rcaliry, rve all agree. LEGISIATM THEATRE is the utilization of


all forms of the Theafte of the Oppressed rvith the aim of transforming the citizens legitimate deir€s into Laivs- After a normal Forum


session, we crcate a space similar to a Chamber where laws are made, and we proceed to create a simular ritual of larvmaking'


following the same oificial procedure of presenting PIojects based on the spect actors interventions, defending or refusing them,


uoting, etc. At the end, we collect the approved suggestions and txy to put pressure upon the lawmaken to have those laws approved.


Declaration of princiPles


Pftamble


1. The basic aim ofthe Theatre of the Oppressed is to humanize Humanity.


2. The Theatre of the Oppressed is a system of Exercises, Games and Techniques based on the Essential Theatre , to help men and


lvomen to develop what they already haYe inside themselves: theatle.


Essential Theatre


3. Every human being is theatre!


4. Theatre is defined as the simultaneous existence - in the same space and context of acton and spectators.Every human being is


capable of seeing the situation and seeing him./herself in the situation.








5. Essential theatre consists of three elements: Subjective Theatre, Objective Theatre and the Theatrical Language


6. Every human being is capable of acting: to survive, we necessarily have to produce actions and observe those actions and their
effects on the enyironment. To be Human is to be Theatre: the co-existence of actor and spectator in the same individual. This is the
Subjective Theatre .


7. When human beings limit themselves to observing an object, a person or a space, renouncing momentarily to their capacity and
necessity of acting, the energy and their desire to act is transfered to that space, person or object, creating a space inside a space: an
Aesthetic Space. This is the Objective Theatre.


8. All human beings use, in their daily lives, the same language that actors use on the stage: their voices, their bodies, their movements
and their expressions; they translate their emotions and desires into tlle Theatricql Language.


Theatre of the Oppressed


9. The Theatre of the Oppressed offers everyone the aestletic m€ans to analyze their past, in the context of their present, and
subsequently to invent their future, without rvaiting for it. The Theatre of the Oppressed helps human beings to recover a language
they already possess - we leam how to live in society by playing theatre. We leam how to feel by feeling; how to think by thinking;
how to act by acting. Theatre of the Oppressed ls rehearsal for reality.


l0-The oppressed are those individuals or groups who are socially, culturally, politically, economically, racially, sexually, or in any
other way dep ved of their dght to Dlalogue or ln any way impaired to exercise this right.


11. Dialogue is defined as to freely exchange with others, as a person and as a group, to participate in human society as equal, to
respect differences and to be respected.


12. The Theatre of the Oppressed is based upon the principle that all human relationships should be of a dialogic naturc: among men
and women, races, families, groups and nations, dialogue should prevail.In reality, all dialogues have the tendency to become
monologues, which creates the relationship oppressors - oppressed. Acknowledging this realiry, the main pdnciple of Theafe of the
Oppressed is to help r€store dialogue among human beings.


Principles and Objectives


13. The Theatre of the Oppressed is a worldwide non-violent aesthetic movement which seeks peace, not passivity.


14. The Theatre of the Oppressed tries to activate people in a humanistic endeavor expressed by its very name: theqtre of, by, and for
the oppressed. A system that enables people to act in the fiction of theabe to become prctagonists, i.e. acting subjects, of their own
lives.


15. The Theatre of the Oppressed is neither an ideology nor a political party, neither dogmatic nor coercive and is respectrul of all
cultures. It is a method of analysis and a means to develop happier societies. Because of its humanistic and democratic nature, it is
widely used all over the world, in all fields of social actiyities such as: education, culture, arts, politics, social work, psychotherapy,
liieracy programs and health. In the annex to this Declaration of Principles, a number of exemplary projects are listed to illustrate the
nature and tre scope of its use.


16. Theatre of the Oppressedis now being used in approx. half the nations around the world, listed i[ the annex, as a tool for the
making of discoveries about oneself ald about the Other, of clafifying and expressing our desires; a tool for the changing of
circumstarces which produce unhappiness and pain and for the enhancement of what brings peace; for respecting differences between
individuals and groups and for the inclusion of all human beings in Dialogue; and finally a tool for the achievement of economical and
social justice, rvhich is the foundation of tue democracy. Summarizing, the general objective of the Theatre of the Opprcssed is the
development of essential Human Rights.


The International Theatre of the Oppr€ssed Organization (ITO)


17. The ITO is an organization that coordinates and enhances the development of Theatre of the Oppressed all over the rvorld,


according to the principles and objectives of this Declaration.








18. The ITO does so by connecting Theatre of the Oppressed pmctitioners inlo a global network, fostering exchange and methodical
development; by facilitating training and multiplication of the existing techniques; by conceiving projects on a global scale; by the
stimulation of the creation of local C€ntes for Theatre of the Oppressed (CtO' s); by promoting and creating conditions for th€ work
of CTO's and practition€E and by creating an intemational meeting point on the internet.


19. The ITO is of the same humanistic and democratic nature as its principles and objectives; it will incorporate any contributions
from tlose who are working under this Declantion of Principles.


20. The ITO will assume tiat anyone using the various techniques of Theatre of the Oppressed subscribes to this Declaration of
Principles.


Augusto Boal, Rio de Janeiro 2004
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